Chapter 9 Review
9.1
Use Hamilton’s Method of Apportionment
Calculate average constituency, absolute unfairness, and relative unfairness
Determine which group is more poorly represented
Determine if the Alabama paradox has occurred

9.2
Use the apportionment criteria to give away 1 additional representative
Calculate Huntington-Hill numbers
Use Huntington-Hill numbers to give away 1 additional representative

9.3
Build a certain number of rows in a Huntington-Hill numbers table
Use a table of Huntington-Hill numbers to apportion all representatives
List the order in which all representatives were apportioned using Huntington-Hill numbers

9.4
Calculate the standard divisor for representation
Calculate the standard quota for representation
Use the Jefferson Method of Apportionment
Use the Adams Method of Apportionment
Use the Webster Method of Apportionment
Determine if the new states paradox has occurred

Further Interest
Use the method of sealed bids to determine items and cash distribution

Pages 558-559: 1-2, 4, 6, 8-12, 14
Pages 559-560: 2-3, 5, 7-10, 12-14
Also do some apportionment criteria for 1 additional rep. and do some method of sealed bids
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